Abstract. An algorithm has been developed to edit automatically Global Positioning System data such that outlier deletion, cycle slip identification and correction are independent of clock instability, selective availability, receiver-satellite kinematics, and tropospheric conditions. This algorithm, called TurboEdit, operates on undifferenced, dual frequency carrier phase data, and requires (1) the use of P code pseudorange data and (2) a smoothly varying ionospheric electron content. The latter requirement can be relaxed if the analysis software incorporates ambiguity resolution techniques to estimate unresolved cycle slip parameters. TurboEdit was tested on the large data set from the CASA Uno experiment, which contained over 2500 cycle slips. Analyst intervention was required on 1% of the station-satellite passes, almost all of these problems being due to difficulties in extrapolating variations in the ionospheric delay. The algorithm is presently being adapted for real time data editing in the Rogue receiver for continuous monitoring applications.
Introduction
Carrier phase data from the Global Positioning System (GPS) have been used in recent years to measure regional scale geodetic networks with sub-centimeter precision [e.g., Dong and Bock, 1989] . Results using the GIPSY (GPS-Inferred Positioning System) software show sub-centimeter agreement in the horizontal baseline components with solutions inferred by very long baseline intefferometry in California GPS data editing has generally involved a variety of heuristic methods, most of which operate on differences of data between pairs of stations and pairs of satellites ]n order to reduce instrumental biases. Visual inspection of the data using interactive graphics or printouts have been routinely used by analysts to find and correct proble• where algorithms have failed. Such labor-intensive dat• preprocessing has been the major obstacle to improving baseline production efficiency, uniformity, and reproducibility. The > 2500 cycle slips in the data set from the (D94-8276/90/90GL-00294503.00
CASA Uno experiment made it clear that manual intervention in the data analysis had to be minimized since the task would have required many analysts, with a variety of non-reproducible editing styles. This paper presents a reliable, automatic algorithm for editing dual-frequency GPS carrier phase data from receivers with P code pseudorange capability. The technique is especially attractive because, unlike most algorithms, it does not require any differencing of data between receivers or satellites. The algorithm could, therefore, be implemented in real time by receivers in the field. In addition, a model of the geometrical delay is not necessary, thus the algorithm is applicable to kinematic GPS (however, as will be explained, certain antenna effects must be accounted for).
The algorithm has been incorporated into the GIPSY software as a module called TurboEdit. The principles of the algorithm are described here in some detail, followed by a discussion of its performance, and possible adaptation to codeless receivers and ionospheric conditions which cause severe variations in phase delay.
Observable Model and Definitions
Many of the concepts outlined here were developed in for purposes of carrier phase ambiguity resolution, which is the task of determining the integer number of wavelengths associated with the first phase measurement of a pass. Subsequent phase measurements will have the same associated integer, provided the receiver maintains lock on the G PS signal. Losses of lock cause integer discontinuities in the phase measurements, which in this paper axe called "cycle slips. of the aggregate arc is computed at each step to statistically enhance subsequent phase connection. For multiple losses of lock which cause a sequence of cycle slips to occur in a short period of time, the approach taken is to delete all the data between the first and last cycle slip, and to subsequently connect phase across this gap, which Equation (ga) is also used to identify outliers. The value of k defaults to 6 cycles, but can be set to a more appropriate value should ionospheric conditions be unusual.
The reasons for having such a high tolerance (6 x 5.4 ca) for ionospheric discontinuities are that ( 
Cycle Slip Detection in the Ionospheric Oornbination
First, the hypothesis is made that there are cycle slips in the ionospheric combination (L, of equation (6)) whenever there are wide-lane cycle slips. We should, however, be prepared for the extremely unlikely event that a cycle ß slip occurs such that the widelane discontinuity An• = 0, i.e., An• = An2. To guard against this, a polynomial fit • to Pt of equation (7) 
In the event of an unresolved cycle slip, the best available values for (Z•rnl, Am•) are used and, as. described by Blewitt [1989] , they are eventually resolved using ambiguity resolution techniques after Ks!man filtering all available data (assuming a sufficiently well-designed network).
